INSTRUCTIONS & TIPS
Directions for ZocuWipe:
1.

Open package and unfold ZocuWipe towelette into a rectangle.
Remove any makeup, mascara, or moisturizer around eyes prior to
applying ZocuWipe. Make sure hands are clean. Use ZocuWipe in the
morning.

2.

Wrap ZocuWipe towelette over fingers.

3.

Gently close eyelids and lightly scrub along the eyelash line for 10-15
seconds until white micellar foam bodies called Zocusomes develop.
Avoid direct eye contact. Do not scrub the skin of the upper or lower eyelid,
only along the eyelash line using horizontal movements.

4.

Flip ZocuWipe towelette to the other side and repeat similar steps for the
other eye. Use a fresh, new ZocuWipe if Zocusomes do not form or if
there’s any concern about contamination.

5.

Do not rinse after applying ZocuWipe. Allow applied area to dry.

6.

Follow routine skin regimen as normal.

Directions for ZocuFoam:
1.

Wash hands prior to using ZocuFoam cleanser. May also use ZocuFoam
to help remove makeup around the eyes and on the face.

2.

Place one pump of ZocuFoam onto fingertips. Split ZocuFoam onto
fingertips of other hand so that both hands now have ZocuFoam on
them.

3.

Gently close eyelids and use the fingertips to lightly scrub ZocuFoam
along the eyelash line for 10-15 seconds. Avoid direct eye contact.

4.

Rinse with water. ZocuFoam can be used in combination with ZocuWipe
or ZocuZap to attain maximal results. Use ZocuFoam in the morning
and/or at night.

5.

Follow routine skin regimen after using ZocuFoam.

INSTRUCTIONS & TIPS

Directions for ZocuZap:
1.

Open package and unfold ZocuZap towelette into a rectangle.
Remove any makeup, mascara, or moisturizer around eyes prior to
applying ZocuZap. Use ZocuZap at night.

2.

Apply ZocuZqp in circular motion over affected area for 5-10 seconds
until tiny white foam bodies called Zocusomes develop. Do Not rinse
after applying ZocuZap – just go to sleep.
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